[Cortex biopotential coherence changes in men and women during performance of verbal creative task].
Patterns of EEG coherence changes induced by performance of a verbal creative task were studied in 14 male and 13 female university students. EEG coherence was computed for six frequency bands in the range from 4 to 30 Hz. Experiment consisted of two series: in the first series, the task was performed under the instruction "to create sentences", in the second series under the instruction "to create original sentences". Independently of the instruction, coherence reactivity values (data of the experiment minus corresponding baseline data) were negative in the tetal and alpha2 ranges and positive in the beta2 range in all subjects. Sex differences related to the type of instruction were found in changes in the total reactivity values of intrahemispheric coherence (sum of intrahemispheric coherence reactivity values for the all frequency bands studied). The task performance under the instruction "to create original sentences" vs. the task performance under the instruction "to create sentences" was accompanied by changes of the right-hemispheric dominance (i.e. higher values of coherence in the right hemisphere than in the left hemisphere) to the left-hemispheric dominance in women and the opposite effect in men.